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Abstract

It is shown that standard con¯dence intervals for inequality and poverty
(`welfare') measures have actual coverage errors in ¯nite samples which sub-
stantially exceed their nominal levels. The reason for this discrepancy, in some
cases by a factor 4.5, is the heavy skewness of the actual distribution of the
studentised welfare measure. This paper develops analytical methods to obtain
reliable con¯dence intervals based on a normalising transform. This transform
is surprisingly simple: ¡3I¡1=3 for welfare measure I. We provide analytic bias-
and variance corrections and the ¯nite sample distribution of the adjusted stu-
dentised transform is much closer to the asymptotic Gaussian distribution.
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1 Introduction
Most attention in the statistical literature on inequality and poverty measures (`wel-
fare measures' for short) has focused on the asymptotic properties of their estimators
(see e.g. Davidson and Duclos, 1997 and Cowell, 1989). Their ¯nite sample proper-
ties have rarely been considered, and it is this gap which we address. It is common
practice to use con¯dence intervals based on the well-known asymptotic properties,
and invert the Gaussian limit distribution in order to obtain the con¯dence limits
irrespective of sample size. We therefore investigate ¯rst the performance of these
usual con¯dence intervals in ¯nite samples. It turns out that these typically grossly
overstate the precision of the estimate. In some of the cases considered, the actual
coverage error rate can exceed the nominal rate by a factor of 4.5. Large discrepancies
persist even in samples of 500 observations. This poor performance stems from the
substantial skewness of the actual ¯nite sample distributions relative to the Gaussian
limit distribution. Our goal is to develop analytical methods which remedy this poor
performance.

The root cause of the problem is diagnosed to be the heavy skewness of the actual
¯nite sample distribution. We therefore propose improved con¯dence intervals based
on a normalising transform which seeks to annihilate this skewness. This transform of
welfare measure I turns out to be surprisingly simple: t (I) = ¡3I¡1=3, irrespective of
the income distribution considered. The resulting small sample distribution is much
closer to the asymptotic Gaussian limit distribution than is the distribution of the
original standardised measure. The idea underlying the normalising transform is to
obtain an expansion of the third cumulant of the studentised transform, and focus on
its ¯rst term, i.e. the coe±cient of n¡1=2. We choose that transform which, at least
approximately, reduces this coe±cient to zero.

We also derive analytical bias and variance corrections that can be implemented
by simply substituting sample moments into the relevant formulae. Our methods
do not require any further derivations for its implementation, nor do they require
computer intensive techniques or simulations. We show that they work very well
for most inequality measures and all poverty indices considered: the new con¯dence
intervals are shown to exhibit actual coverage error levels in good agreement with
their nominal levels.

The issues raised in this paper are of practical relevance, for instance when eval-
uating policies in terms of welfare or when seeking to identify geographical areas or
socio-economic groups as policy targets. These exercises require testing, such as pos-
sibly comparing inequality or poverty before and after intervention, or cross-region
comparisons. Using the usual con¯dence intervals, which are too short and thus less
precise than suggested by their nominal levels, can lead to the wrong inference, and
therefore to wrong targeting or the adoption of the wrong policy. Another example
is the case of decomposition analyses. A large body of applied work is frequently
interested in the welfare of socio-economic subgroups and their contributions to over-
all welfare. Although the overall sample may be large, the partition into subgroups
can result in subsamples which are comparatively small. The ¯nal example is the
focus of the new macroeconomics growth literature on the distribution and inequality
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of incomes amongst nations. Inequality indices are frequently computed using the
Summers and Heston data set contains which about 122 countries.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the speci¯c welfare measures,
and standard `¯rst order' con¯dence intervals based on the Gaussian limit distribu-
tion. Section 3 examines their performance in practice, and reveals the great need for
improved con¯dence intervals. The normalising transform is introduced in Section
4, and its performance is evaluated in Section 5. Section 6 concludes. All explicit
derivations are collected in a technical appendix.

2 Welfare Measures and First Order Con¯dence
Intervals

The objective is to construct con¯dence intervals for a given welfare measure I (in-
equality or poverty measure) based on a random sample of incomes Xi, i = 1; : : : ; n,
of size n from an income distribution FX . The measure I is a functional that maps
a distribution FX into a scalar, and the commonly used estimator bI = I( bFX), simply
uses the empirical distribution function (EDF) bFX of FX , bFX (x) = n¡1 P

i 1 (Xi · x).
In many cases I(FX) only depends on the moments of the distribution and the EDF
estimator is then obtained by replacing the population moments by the empirical
moments. The asymptotic variance ¾2 = V ar(n1=2(bI ¡ I)) is obtained by the delta
method, and estimated by an EDF-based estimator, denoted by b¾2.

The standard `¯rst order' approach to constructing con¯dence intervals uses the
studentised welfare measure,

S = n1=2
Ã bI ¡ I

b¾

!
; (1)

which, under standard assumptions, has a distribution that converges asymptotically
to the Gaussian distribution, denoted by ©. This leads to the basic nominal 100®%
percent con¯dence interval for the welfare measure typically used in applied research:

bI ¡ b¾p
n
©¡1

µ1 + ®
2

¶
· I · I ¡ b¾p

n
©¡1

µ1 ¡ ®
2

¶
: (2)

The case of a nominal level of 95% is examined extensively below in Section 3. Con-
¯dence intervals based on the Gaussian quantiles §1:96 turn out to be very poor in
practice: the actual coverage failure is much larger than the nominal 5%. In short,
the actual ¯nite sample distribution of S is poorly approximated by the Gaussian
distribution ©. In particular, the distribution of S is heavily skewed. In Section 4
we propose a transformation of S which reduces this skewness and thus renders its
distribution closer to the Gaussian limit.

2.1 Speci¯c Welfare Indices
We consider two leading classes of inequality and poverty: the Generalised Entropy
indices, and the poverty indices proposed in Foster, Greer and Thorbecke (FGT,
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1984).
Generalised Entropy indices are de¯ned by

GE®(F ) =
1

®2 ¡ ®

"
¹®(F )
¹1(F )®

¡ 1
#

for ® 6= f0; 1g; (3)

where ® is a sensitivity parameter and ¹®(F ) =
R
x®dF (x) is the moment functional.

This inequality index is of particular interest because it is the only inequality measure
that simultaneously satis¯es the property of scale independence, and the principles
of transfer and decomposability, and the population principle. The smaller is the
sensitive parameter ®, the larger is the sensitivity of the inequality index to the
lower tail of the income distribution. The index, however, is not monotonic in ®. If
® = 2 the index equals half the coe±cient of variation squared. This value could be
considered already quite large as it gives relatively large weight to the upper tail of
the income ditstribution. Two popular values, the limit cases of ® = 0 and ® = 1;
are better known as Theil indices. We therefore denote them by Theil1 and Theil0.1
Another popular inequality measure is the Atkinson (1970) index, de¯ned by A" (F ) =
1¡ [¹1¡" (F )]1=1¡" ¹1 (F )¡1, where " ¸ 0 is a parameter re°ecting (relative) inequality
aversion. However, since the Atkinson index can be mapped into the Generalised
Entropy index by setting 1 ¡ " = ®, GE® = [®2 ¡ ®]¡1

h³
1 ¡A1¡®

1¡®
´® ¡ 1

i
, it will not

consider separately. For an extensive discussion of the properties of the Generalised
Entropy index see Cowell (1980, 2000). First order methods for inequality measures
have been considered in e.g. Cowell (1989) and Thistle (1990).

The FGT poverty indices are of the form

P®(F ) =
Z µ

1 ¡ x
z

¶®
1 (x · z) dF (x); for ® > 0; (4)

where z denotes the poverty line, which we assume to be distribution invariant, and
1 (:) is the indicator function. ® is the sensitivity parameter, which determines the
weight of an income shortfall from the poverty line. This large class of indices includes
the Headcount index when ® = 0 and the Poverty Gap index when ® = 1. First order
methods have been proposed by Kakwani (1993).

3 The Need for Improved Con¯dence Intervals
In order to investigate the ¯nite sample performance of the usual ¯rst order con¯dence
intervals given by (2), we have carried out a simulation study varying over income
distributions, sample sizes, and welfare measures. In particular, we have examined
the performance for the GE2, and the Theil indices, as well as for the Headcount, the
Poverty Gap, and P2.

1Rather treating these two special cases separately, we exploit the continuity of the index in ®,
and approximate them by GE1:05 and GE0:05.
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3.1 Simulation Design: Income Distributions
We consider three classes of income distributions that are often used in practice.

1. The Singh-Maddala (1976) distribution SM (a; b; c). Its density

f (x; a; b; c) =
bcxb¡1

ab
h
1 + (x=a)b

ic+1 ;

is a special case of the Generalized Beta distribution (McDonald, 1984). The
population moments are given by ¹® = ca®¡ (c¡ ®=b) ¡ (1 + ®=b) =¡ (1 + c)
where ¡ denotes the Gamma function, and immediately lead to the population
measure of GE®. We note that the Singh-Maddala distribution is heavy-tailed,
as its tails decay like power functions (to be precise, the (right) tail index equals
bc).

2. The lognormal LN(¹; ¾2), which implies a population inequality index equal to
GE® = (®2 ¡ ®)¡1 [exp ((1=2)¾2(® ¡ 1)®) ¡ 1] ; which is independent of ¹.

3. The Gamma distribution G (r; ¸) with shape parameter r and scale param-
eter ¸, f (x; r; ¸) = e¡¸xxr¡1¸r=¡(r). The population moments are ¹® =
¡ (r + ®) ¸¡®=¡ (r), which imply a population inequality index independent of
the scale parameter ¸,GE® = (®2 ¡ ®)¡1 (r¡®¡(® + r)=¡(r) ¡ 1) :

In case of the poverty measures, given the truncation of the income distribution
at the poverty line, numerical methods have to be used. We have chosen a poverty
line such that 20% of the population are in poverty.

These income distributions ¯t real world data reasonably well. The actual distri-
butions used in the investigations are SM(100; 2:8; 1:7) as reported by Brachmann et
al.(1996), and LN (1; 0:52) as reported by Biewen (2001) for German income data.
Cowell and Feser (1996) have used G (3; 0:15).

3.2 Simulation Evidence
Table 1 records the incidence of coverage failures of symmetric nominal 95%-con¯dence
intervals based on ¯rst order methods, given by equation (2). The experiment involved
100; 000 repetitions and the three sample sizes 100, 250, and 500.

Consider the inequality measures ¯rst. The table makes abundantly clear that
empirical coverage failures are substantially larger than the nominal value of 5 per
cent: in one case (GE2, SM, and n=100) up to 4.5 times the nominal value. The
coverages failures fall as the sensitivity parameter ® of the Generalised Entropy Index
falls (giving less weight to the upper tail of the income distribution), the right tail of
the income distributions decay more rapidly, and the sample size increases, but the
extent of the failure remains considerable.

Coverage failures are expected to be better for the poverty indices, given their
simpler linear structure and the truncation of the income distribution at the poverty
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sample size
GE2

Theil1
Theil0

SM(100; 2:8; 1:7)
100 250 500
22.6 18.2 15.7
13.1 10.1 8.7
9.4 7.2 6.4

LN(1; 0:52)
100 250 500
16 11.9 9.5

11.1 8.3 7.1
8.6 6.6 6.0

G (3; 0:15)
100 250 500
9.9 7.5 6.5
7.7 6.2 5.7
7.6 6.1 5.5

sample size
P2
P1
P0

100 250 500
10.4 6.7 6.4
7.4 6.1 5.7
6.7 5.1 5.2

100 250 500
9.4 7.1 6.7
7.4 5.8 5.5
6.6 5.1 5.0

100 250 500
8.9 6.9 5.4
7.4 5.7 5.6
7.0 5.0 5.4

Table 1: Actual coverage failure in per cent of usual nominal 95 per cent con¯dence
intervals for the welfare indices. Based on 100,000 replications.

line (so that the speed of decay of the right tail of the income distribution becomes
immaterial). In particular P0 is expected to perform well since one is estimating only
a proportion. While Table 1 shows that this is indeed the case, the coverage failure
can still be twice the nominal rate (e.g. for P2 and n=100).

The worst performer, GE2 estimated with n=100 and incomes drawn from the
heavy-tailed Singh-Maddala distribution, is further examined in Figure 1. Depicted
is the simulated ¯nite sample density of the studentised inequality measure2, and the
Gaussian limit distribution. The di®erence between these two densities is substantial.
In particular, the ¯nite sample distribution is heavily skewed.

Figure 1 about here.

In summary, the results show a great need for improved con¯dence intervals. All
¯rst order con¯dence intervals are too short, and in some cases the actual coverage
failure rate can be as much as 4.5 times higher than the nominal rate. Inference based
on such con¯dence intervals can therefore be seriously °awed in practice, and it is
precisely the ¯rst order con¯dence intervals which applied researcher typically use.

4 The Normalising Transform
The large disparity between the actual and nominal con¯dence levels is caused by the
heavy skewness of the ¯nite sample distribution of the studentised welfare measure
S. In other words, the third cumulant of S, K3;n = E(S3)¡3E(S2)E(S)+2 (E(S))3,
is non-zero. Therefore, as K3;n admits an expansion of the form

K3;n = n¡1=2k3;1 +O(n¡3=2);

it implies that k3;1 is substantially di®erent from zero. Our approach is to seek a
transformation that eliminates this skewness, and entails a distribution much closer

2The density has been estimated using kernels, whose bandwidth was chosen using a cross-
validation method.
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to the Gaussian limit. Denote by t the transform of the welfare measure, and by T
the standardised version of t,

T =
p
n
t(bI) ¡ t(I)

b¾t0(bI)
: (5)

In the appendix we derive the expansion of the third cumulant of T , and show that
the coe±cient of n¡1=2 is reduced to zero if the transform t satis¯es the following
di®erential equation3

3 ¾(I) t00 (I) ¡ k3;1(I) t0 (I) = 0: (6)

The speci¯c form of the di®erential equation depends on the particular welfare
measure and on properties of the income distribution since the quantities ¾, k3;1; and
I are linked through the parameters of F . In principle this di®erential equation can
be solved exactly for a given welfare measure and income distribution. As these vary,
so will the exact solution, generating a large collection of solutions. Surprisingly, how-
ever, we are able to show (see appendix) that for broad classes of income distributions
an approximate solution is given by

t (I) = ¡3I¡1=3; (7)

which does not depend on the speci¯c income distribution. The simulation results
of Section 5 show that this transformation also works well for income distributions
where the solution to (6) is not analytically tractable.

4.1 Bias Correction
Apart from skewness, the ¯nite sample distribution of S also su®ers from a bias

E(S) = n¡1=2k1;2 +O(n)

where the coe±cient k1;2 is non-zero. The distribution of the transformed statistic T
inherits such bias because

E (T ) = n¡1=2¸1;2 +O(n);

with ¸1;2 = k1;2 ¡ (1=2)¾t00 (I) =t0 (I). Given the particular transform in (7) and
substituting the empirical moments the estimate becomes

^̧1;2 = k̂1;2 +
2
3
¾̂
Î
; (8)

where k1;2 is de¯ned in equation (17) in the appendix. It should be noted that
estimation of k1;2 and ¸1;2 does not a®ect the order of our approximation.

3The general approach has been ¯rst suggested by Niki and Konishi (1984). As they examine the
infeasible case n¡1=2

³
t(bI) ¡ t(I)

´
=¾t (I), the resulting di®erential equation is di®erent from ours.
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4.2 Variance Correction
The quality of the standardised transform (5) is, because of the studentisation, di-
rectly a®ected by the quality of the estimate b¾: Since the variance estimator b¾2 is
a function of the moments, just like Î , we improve the estimate again by apply-
ing a ¯nite sample bias correction to each raw moment appearing in the variance
formula. Taking expectations of the second order stochastic expansion yields an ad-
ditive correction term for the unstudentised sample moment which is estimated using
the sample moments, giving

b¹a = ma +
1
n
(m3a ¡m2ama) ¡ 2ma (m2a ¡m2

a)
2 (m2a ¡m2

a)
:

These are substituted in the variance estimator b¾2; given in (11) of the appendix
for the GE® measure. For the poverty measures it turns out that the correction for
the variance is not necessary, and therefore not presented, since the performance of
the transform and the bias correction is already very good.

4.3 The Improved Con¯dence Intervals

To summarise, combining the normalising transform with the bias correction, and
variance improvement leads to the improved nominal 95% percent con¯dence interval
based on ¡1:96 · T ¡ n¡1=2 ḑ

1;2 · 1:96. In terms of the original (untransformed)
inequality index this equals

µ
bI¡1=3 + bI¡4=3n¡1=2

b¾
3
(1:96 + n¡1=2 ḑ

1;2)
¶¡3

(9)

· I ·
µ

bI¡1=3 ¡ bI¡4=3n¡1=2 b¾
3
(1:96 ¡ n¡1=2 ḑ

1;2)
¶¡3

;

where b¾2 is now the improved variance estimator.

5 Improved Con¯dence Intervals: Simulation Ev-
idence

The simulation design is identical to the one of Section 3 and, as before, we take the
nominal level to be 95 per cent.

Table 2 reports the performance of the new con¯dence intervals given by (9). For
the inequality measures both the bias and variance corrections are applied. They
each consitute a signi¯cant improvement over using our normalising transform only.
In Appendix B the individual contribution of each adjustment is quanti¯ed for the
inequality measure. For the poverty indices, just using the the transform and the bias
correction already yields very good results. We therefore report only results for the
poverty indices without the additional variance correction.
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sample size
GE2

Theil1
Theil0

SM(100; 2:8; 1:7)
100 250 500
14.8 12.4 10.7
7.7 6.9 6.3
5.3 5.0 4.9

LN (1; 0:52)
100 250 500
10.1 7.7 6.7
6.8 5.6 5.3
5.0 4.9 4.9

G (3; 0:15)
100 250 500
6.2 5.5 5.3
5.1 4.9 5.0
4.7 4.8 5.0

sample size
P2
P1
P0

100 250 500
6.7 6.2 5.3
5.2 4.9 5.0
3.4 4.9 5.0

100 250 500
6.8 5.7 5.0
5.1 5.1 4.8
3.6 4.7 5.4

100 250 500
6.8 5.3 6.1
4.8 5.5 4.6
3.6 5.1 5.1

Table 2: Actual coverage failure in per cent of new con¯dence intervals. Nominal
level 5 per cent based on 100,000 replications.

Consider the poverty measures ¯rst. The actual coverage rates are now very close
to their nominal 5 per cent level, irrespective of income distribution and sample size.

Turning to the inequality indices, we see that the methods also perform well for the
Theil measures, and for GE2 in the case of the Gamma and Lognormal distribution.

The three distributions used have in common their skewness but are otherwise
quite di®erent. Our new method therefore does deliver substantial improvements
over ¯rst order methods for the variety of income distributions and sample sizes
considered.

Room for improvement remains, however, in the case of GE2 with the heavy-
tailed Singh-Maddala distribution. Although this paper is primarily concerned with
analytical methods, we did investigate alternative techniques. In particular computer
intensive methods, using the bootstrap on the original statistic and on the transformed
statistic. The bootstrap on the transform might be expected to work better than the
untransformed statistic because it is closer to being pivotal. Neither bootstrap method
provides signi¯cant improvement for the problem case. For instance the bootstrap
on the transformed statistic yields a coverage failure of 15.5,12.8,10.8, for GE2 with
SM(100; 2:8; 1:7); and 100, 250 and 500 observations, which is actually worse than
the results in Table 2 for our analytical methods.

5.1 The Bootstrap and Multiplicative Adjustment Factor
Although this paper focusses on analytic methods and avoid computer intensive sim-
ulation techniques, one might expect the bootstrap to yield further small sample
improvements. The normalising transform does not yield zero skewness exactly in
small samples and the critical values might also di®er from the Gaussian ones.

Among the various bootstrap methods available, it is well known that the stu-
dentised bootstrap, based on the asymptotically pivotal quantity such as T; typically
yields con¯dence intervals which whose coverage behaviour is better than those of
other bootstrap techniques such as the BC® or percentile method (Beran, 1988, Hall,
1988, Hall and Horowitz, 1996, Davison and Hinkley, 1997). We have veri¯ed that
this also holds in the present case. In line with these ¯ndings our approach is to ¯rst
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apply the nonlinear transform to the welfare measures, and then to apply the stu-
dentised bootstrap. We have followed the recommendation of Davison and Hinkley
(1997) and have used, in each of 10,000 iterations, R=999 bootstrap samples in order
to obtain one con¯dence interval. Table 3 shows that some improvements in coverage
behaviour, beyond those reported in Table 2, do indeed obtain.

T
sample size

GE2

Theil1
Theil0

SM(100; 2:8; 1:7)
100 250 500
13.9 11.4 10.4
7.7 7.3 6.7
6.1 5.6 5.3

LN(1; 0:52)
100 250 500
9.6 7.7 7.2
7.1 6.4 5.9
5.6 5.1 5.3

G (3; 0:15)
100 250 500
6.7 6.0 5.5
5.3 5.1 5.3
5.4 4.7 4.8

Table 3: The studentised bootstrap and the normalising transform: Actual coverage
failure in per cent of nominal 95 per cent con¯dence intervals. Based on 10,000
replications.

We have also investigated the merit of a multiplicative factor (1 ¡ n¡1=2); which
pulls in the tails of the actual ¯nite sample distribution of T: The implementation
of this adjustment is very simple as it requires only the multiplication of the simple
nonlinear transform by a constant, if the bias correction is omitted and it avoids
computer intensive bootstrap replications.

sample size
GE2

Theil1
Theil0

SM(100; 2:8; 1:7)
100 250 500
14.3 13.2 12.0
6.97 6.67 6.45
4.86 4.74 4.79

LN(1; 0:52)
100 250 500
9.48 7.93 7.19
6.07 5.54 5.37
4.46 4.46 4.57

G (3; 0:15)
100 250 500
4.96 4.97 4.91
3.86 4.19 4.3
3.82 4.05 4.21

Table 4: Actual coverage failure in per cent of con¯dence interval based on the ad-
justed transform (i.e. (1 ¡ n¡0:5)T ). Nominal level 5 per cent based on 100,000
replications.

The adjustment yields an improvement for n = 100; but is otherwise dominated
by Table 2. The following table reports the result of applying the factor to the bias
corrected T: This leads to some improvements but is again dominated by Table 2.

sample size
GE2

Theil1
Theil0

SM(100; 2:8; 1:7)
100 250 500
12.9 12.3 11.5
6.5 6.6 6.5
4.6 4.7 4.8

LN(1; 0:52)
100 250 500
8.7 7.7 6.9
5.6 5.4 5.3
4.2 4.5 4.4

G (3; 0:15)
100 250 500
5.0 4.9 4.9
3.9 4.1 4.3
3.7 4.1 4.2

Table 5: The adjusted normalising transform and the bias correction ((1¡n¡1=2)fT¡
n¡1=2 ḑ

1;2g) : Actual coverage failure in per cent of nominal 95 per cent con¯dence
intervals. Based on 100,000 replications.
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6 Conclusions
Standard con¯dence intervals for inequality and poverty measures, based on the usual
¯rst order methods, perform poorly in ¯nite samples. Evidence from our simulation
study reveals that the actual coverage failure can be as much as 4.5 times higher
than the nominal rate. Inference based on such con¯dence intervals can therefore be
seriously °awed in practice because it gives a false sense of precision. It is precisely
these ¯rst order con¯dence intervals which applied researcher typically use.

In this paper we have developed analytical methods to obtain reliable con¯dence
intervals. We derive a simple normalising transform which annihilates the (asymp-
totic) skewness, which is at the heart of the poor performance of ¯rst order methods.
As we are actually dealing with small samples we further provide analytic bias and
variance corrections. These corrections do not require any additional derivations or
computer intensive methods or simulations, but only need the substitution of sample
moments into the formulae. The new con¯dence intervals are shown to have actual
coverage errors in close agreement with their nominal levels.

The only case in which our methods did not fully resolve the poor ¯nite sample
performance is the GE2 measure with the Singh-Maddala distribution. This is caused
by the fact that the Singh-Maddala distribution has heavy tails and the GE2 measure
gives relatively high weight to the upper tail of the income distribution. One might
therefore want to be cautious when using GE2 in practice.
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A Technical Details.

A.1 Asymptotic Justi¯cations
The merit of applying the normalizing transform and the bias correction becomes clear
once the (second order) Edgeworth expansions of the distribution of the studentised
statistics S and T are examined. The former can be written as

Pr(S · x) = ©(x) ¡ n¡1=2
µ
k1;2 +

1
6
k3;1(x2 ¡ 1)

¶
Á(x) +O(n¡1);

where ©(x) and Á(x) denote the Gaussian cumulative distribution function and den-
sity (see e.g. Hall, 1992). A similar Edgeworth expansion also applies to the studen-
tised transform,

Pr(T · x) = ©(x) ¡ n¡1=2
µ
¸1;2 +

1
6
¸3;1(x2 ¡ 1)

¶
Á(x) +O(n¡1);

where ¸3;1 is the coe±cient of n¡1=2 of the third cumulant of T . ¸3;1 is shown below
to be proportional to the left hand side of the di®erential equation (6). Annihilating
the asymptotic skewness term ¸3;1 by an appropriate choice of the transform t and
applying the bias correction yields a distribution closer to the Gaussian.
¸3;1 can be derived explicitly by working out the ¯rst three moments of T and

collecting all coe±cients of n¡1=2. As this is fairly tedious, we consider only the
¯rst moment explicitly here. Higher moments can derived using similar arguments.
Frequently, second order Taylor expansions of t(bI) will have to be taken, as well as
the facts that E (S2) = 1 + O(n¡1=2) and E (S4) = 3 + O(n¡1=2) have to be used.
Consider

T =
n1=2

¾
t(bI) ¡ t(I)
t0(bI)

=
n1=2

¾
t(bI) ¡ t (I)
t0 (I)

"
t0(bI)
t0 (I)

#¡1

=
n1=2

¾
t(bI) ¡ t (I)
t0 (I)

"
1 ¡ t

00 (I)
t0 (I)

³bI ¡ I
´
+Op

³
n¡1

´#
;

the last line following after two expansions. Multiply out and take expectations.
The expectation of the second term is E

µ
¡n1=2¾

t(bI)¡t(I)
t0(I)

t00(I)
t0(I)

³bI ¡ I
´¶

= ¡n¡1=2¾ t00(I)t0(I)

E(n¾¡2(bI ¡ I)2) + O (n¡1) = ¡n¡1=2¾t00 (I) =t0 (I) + O (n¡1) since E (S2) = 1 +
O(n¡1=2). This fact and the expansion of t(bI) is used again to derive the expecta-

tion of the ¯rst term E
µ
n1=2
¾
t(bI)¡t(I)
t0(I)

¶
= n¡1=2(E (S) + 0:5¾ t

00(I)
t0(I)E (S2)) + O (n¡1) =

n¡1=2[k1;2 + 0:5¾t00 (I) =t0 (I)] +O (n¡1). Putting everything together therefore yields
E (T ) = n¡1=2¸1;2 + O (n¡1) with ¸1;2 = [k1;2 ¡ 0:5¾t00 (I) =t0 (I)] as claimed by (8).
After deriving the next two moments and collecting the coe±cients of n¡1=2, it follows
that

¸3;1 = [3¾t00 (I) ¡ k3;1t0 (I)]=t0 (I) :
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The notation ¾ (I) and k3;1 (I) has been used above to emphasize the dependence
of these quantities on the welfare measure I. The standardized transform T has
therefore zero asymptotic skewness, if t (:) solves the di®erential equation (6).

A.2 Derivation of the Normalising Transform
In this section we derive explicitly the normalizing transform given by equation (7). In
order to solve the di®erential equation (6), we need to derive the asymptotic skewness
term k3;1. This in turn requires the derivation of a second order asymptotic expansion
of the studentised inequality measure.

A.3 The Inequality Measure GE®

In order to derive the key asymptotic skewness term k3;1, we ¯rst need to obtain an
asymptotic expansions of the moments of S. As a compact notation, we use Sq to
denote a term of an expansion of S which is of order n¡q. Hence the desired stochastic
expansion of S is given by

S = S0 + S1=2 +Op
³
n¡1

´
; (10)

where

S0 = n1=2B¡1=2
h
n¡1

X
Y1;i

i

S1=2 = n1=2B¡1=2
"
n¡1

X

i
Y3;i

# 2
4n¡1

X

j
Y4;j

3
5

¡n1=2 1
2
B¡3=2

"
n¡1

X

k
Z1;k

# "
n¡1

X

i
Y1;i

#
:

The precise de¯nitions of the variables B, Z1;i and Y1;i - Y4;i will be derived below.
We ¯rst derive explicitly the stochastic expansion for S, given by (10) and the

precise variable de¯nitions B, Z1;i and Y1;i - Y4;i, given by equations (12) and (14)
below. We then derive the asymptotic bias term k1;2, see (17) below, and the asymp-
totic skewness term k3;1, see (19) below. We are then in a position to derive the
normalizing transform by solving the di®erential equation (6). Recall our notation
for population and sample moments: ¹®(F ) =

R
y®dF (y) and m® = ¹®( bF ).4

A.3.1 The Stochastic Expansion of the Studentised Inequality Index

We derive the stochastic expansion in four steps:
4For expositional brevity, we treat only the case of GE® explicitly. The case of the poverty index

is much simpler, as the precise variable de¯nitions in this case are: Y1;i = f (Xi) ¡ E (f (X)) and
Z1;i = f (Xi)

2 ¡ E(f (X)2), with f (x) = (1 ¡ x=z)® 1 (x · z), and all others variables equalling
zero. The truncation of the income distributions at the poverty line renders an explicit analysis of
this case far less tractable.
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1. Center the inequality index to obtain

n1=2([GE® ¡GE®) = n1=2
h
®2 ¡ ®

i¡1
¹¡®1 m

¡®
1 [¹®1m® ¡ ¹®m®1 ] :

2. Derive the asymptotic variance by applying the delta-method

¾2 = V ar(n1=2([GE® ¡GE®)) =
1

(®2 ¡ ®)2
1
¹2®+2
1
B; (11)

with

B =
h
®2¹2®¹2 ¡ 2®¹1¹®¹®+1 + ¹21¹2® ¡ (1 ¡ ®)2 ¹21¹2®

i
(12)

or, equivalently, using the covariance function ¾a;b = Cov
³
Xa;Xb

´
= ¹a+b ¡

¹a¹b,
B = ¹21¾®;® + (®¹®)2 ¾1;1 ¡ 2®¹®¹1¾®;1:

This is estimated by bB using the corresponding moments. The expansion of
bB¡1=2 is

bB¡1=2 =
h
B +B1=2 +Op

³
n¡1

´i¡1=2

= B¡1=2 ¡ 1
2
B¡3=2B1=2 +Op

³
n¡1

´
:

As regards B1=2 it can be shown that, after centering and collecting terms of
the same order,

B1=2 = 2
³
¹1¾®;® +

³
®¡ ®2

´
¹1¹2® ¡ 2¹®¾®;1

´
n¡1

X
(Xi ¡ ¹1)

+®2¹2®n
¡1 X ³

X2
i ¡ ¹2

´

+2
³
(®¡ 1)¹®¹21 + ®

2¹®¾1;1 ¡ ®¹1¾®;1
´
n¡1

X
(X®i ¡ ¹®)

¡2®¹1¹®n¡1
X ³
X®+1
i ¡ ¹®+1

´
+ ¹21n

¡1 X ³
X2®
i ¡ ¹2®

´
:

This implies the expansion of bB¡1=2

bB¡1=2 = B¡1=2 ¡ 1
2
B¡3=2

"
n¡1

X

k
Z1;k

#
+O

³
n¡1

´
:

with

Z1;i = 2
³
¹1¹2® ¡ ®¹®¹®+1 ¡ (1 ¡ ®)2 ¹1¹2®

´
(Xi ¡ ¹1) (13)

+®2¹2®
³
X2
i ¡ ¹2

´

+2
³
®2¹®¹2 ¡ ®¹1¹®+1 ¡ (1 ¡ ®)2 ¹21¹®

´
(X®i ¡ ¹®)

¡2®¹1¹®
³
X®+1
i ¡ ¹®+1

´
+ ¹21

³
X2®
i ¡ ¹2®

´
:

(obtained after multiplying out the covariance functions de¯ning B1=2).
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3. Combine the results from steps 1 and 2 to get

S = n1=2 bB¡1=2
h
m®m1 ¡ ¹¡®1 ¹®m®+1

1

i

4. Expand m® and m¡®
1 to order Op

³
n¡1=2

´
5 to get the stochastic expansion

S = S0 + S1=2 +Op (n¡1) given by (10), the precise variables de¯nitions being

Y1;i = ¹1 (X®i ¡ ¹®) ¡ ®¹® (Xi ¡ ¹1) (14)
Y3;i = (Xi ¡ ¹1)

Y4;i = (X®i ¡ ¹®) ¡ ® (® + 1)
2

¹®¹¡11 (Xi ¡ ¹1) :

and Z1;i given by (13).

Below, we will be interested in expectations of the form E(Y1Y3) etc.:

E(Y1Y1) = ¹21¾®;® + (®¹®)
2 ¾1;1 ¡ 2®¹®¹1¾®;1 = B (15)

E(Y1Y3) = ¹1¾®;1 ¡ ®¹®¾1;1
E(Y3Y4) = ¾®;1 ¡ ® (®+ 1)

2
¹®¹¡11 ¾1;1

E(Y1Y4) = ¹1¾®;® ¡ ® (®+ 1)
2

¹®¾®;1 ¡ ®¹®E(Y3Y4)

E(Y 3
1 ) = ¹31

³
¹3a ¡ 3¹2®¹® + 2¹3®

´

¡3®¹®¹21
³
¹2®+1 ¡ ¹2®¹1 ¡ 2¹®+1¹® + 2¹2®¹1

´

+3 (®¹®)
2 ¹1

³
¹®+2 ¡ 2¹®+1¹1 + 2¹®¹21 ¡ ¹®¹2

´

¡ (®¹®)3
³
¹3 ¡ 3¹2¹1 + 2¹31

´

E (Y1Z1) = 2
³
¹21¹2® +

³
®2 ¡ ®

´
¹1¹®¹®+1 ¡ ®3¹2¹2® + (® ¡ 1) (1 ¡ ®)2 ¹21¹2®

´
¾®;1

+®2¹1¹2®¾®;2 + 2¹1
³
®2¹®¹2 ¡ ®¹1¹®+1 ¡ (1 ¡ ®)2 ¹21¹®

´
¾®;®

+2®2¹1¹2®¾®+1;1 ¡ 2®¹21¹®¾®+1;® ¡ ®¹21¹®¾2®;1 + ¹31¾2®;®
¡2®¹®

³
¹1¹2® ¡ ®¹®¹®+1 ¡ (1 ¡ ®)2 ¹1¹2®

´
¾1;1 ¡ ®3¹3®¾2;1:

A.3.2 The Asymptotic Bias Term k1;2

Taking expectations of the individual terms of (10) yields immediately E(S0) =
n1=2B¡1=2E fn¡1 P

Y1;ig = 0, andE(S1=2) = n¡1=2(B¡1=2E(Y3Y4)¡0:5B¡3=2E (Y1Z1)).
It follows from the de¯nition of k1;2 that

E fSg = n¡1=2k1;2 +O
³
n¡1

´
(16)

with

k1;2 = B¡1=2E(Y3Y4) ¡ 1
2
B¡3=2E (Y1Z1) : (17)

5Note that we have used, for instance, the following second order expansion m¡®
1 = ¹¡®

1 ¡
®¹¡®¡1

1
¡
n¡1 P

(Xi ¡ ¹1)
¢

+ ®(®+1)
2 ¹¡®¡2

1
¡
n¡1 P

(Xi ¡ ¹1)
¢2 :
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A.3.3 The Asymptotic Skewness Term k3;1

In order to derive the asymptotic skewness term, we ¯rst need to obtain an expansion
of the third moment of S. We take expectations of

S3 =
³
S0 + S1=2

´3
= S30 + 3S20S1=2 +Op

³
n¡1

´
:

by considering the constituent parts separately.

1. E
n
S20S1=2

o
= n3=2B¡3=2Efn¡4 P

i
P
j
P
k

P
l Y1;iY1;jY3;kY4;lg ¡ 0:5n3=2B¡5=2

Efn¡4 P
i
P
j
P
k

P
l Y1;iY1;jY3;kZ1;lg. Since we are only interested in the O

³
n¡1=2

´

term, we conclude that

E
n
S20S1=2

o
= n¡1=2B¡3=2 [E (Y1Y1)E (Y3Y4) + 2E (Y1Y3)E (Y1Y4)]

¡n¡1=23
2
E (Y1Z1)

2. Consider S30 = n3=2B¡3=2n¡3 (
P
Y1;i)3. Hence E(S30) = n¡1=2B¡3=2E(Y 3

1 ) +
O (n¡1) :

In summary

E(S3) = n¡1=2B¡3=2
³
E(Y 3

1 ) (18)

+ 3
·
E (Y1Y1)E (Y3Y4) + 2E (Y1Y3)E (Y1Y4) ¡ 3

2
E (Y1Z1)

¸¶

+O
³
n¡1

´
:

Finally, sinceK3;n = E (S3)¡3E (S2)E (S)+2 (E (S))3, and E (S2) = 1+O (n¡1),
using (16) and (18) we conclude that

k3;1 = B¡3=2
h
E(Y 3

1 ) + 6E (Y1Y3)E (Y1Y4) ¡ 3E (Y1Z1)
i

(19)

where E(Y 3
1 ), E (Y1Y3), and E (Y1Y4) are de¯ned in (15).

A.3.4 The Normalising Transform Derived

Equation (19) makes clear that the asymptotic skewness term depends on the pa-
rameters of the income distribution and the sensitivity parameter ® of the inequality
index. We will therefore only be able to derive explicit solutions to the di®erential
equation (6) for particular income distributions and ®s. We consider explicitly below
the case of GE2, and several skewed distributions. As it turns out, the approxi-
mate solution to the di®erential equation is the same across all income distributions
considered. Other values of ® can be dealt with similarly.
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The Chi-squared Distribution We have included this distribution in order to
examine how the skewness of the data distribution is inherited by the distribution
of the studentized inequality measure. Let income be distributed as a chi-squared
random variable with k degrees of freedom: Y » Â2k (we also note that Â2k is a
particular case of the Gamma distribution, G (k=2; 1=2)). Its moments are given by
¹® = 2®¡ (k=2 + ®) =¡ (k=2), implying the following quantities of interest

I = k¡1

¾ =
1
2
1
k3
B1=2

B = 8k4 + 16k3

E(Y3Y4) = ¡k (2k + 4)
E(Y1Y3) = 0
E(Y 3

1 ) = 64k6 + 640k5 + 1024k4

E(Y1Z1) = 64k6 + 640k5 + 1024k4;

which in turn imply the key quantities

k1;2 = ¡ 3 (k + 6)q
2k (k + 2)

(20)

k3;1 = ¡4 (k + 8)
Ã

2
k (k + 2)

!1=2

:

It is of interest to note that k3;1 # ¡4
p
2 as k! 1.

The di®erential equation thus becomes, using k = I¡1; and (20),

t00 (I)
t0 (I)

= ¡4
3
I¡1

1 + 8I
1 + 2I

= ¡4
3
I¡1 (1 +O (I)) :

One round of integration yields

t0 (I) = I¡4=3 (1 +O (I)) ;

and a subsequent term-by-term integration yields

t (I) = ¡3I¡1=3 +O
³
I2=3

´
;

as claimed in equation (7).

The Gamma Distribution Let income be distributed as a Gamma random vari-
able Y with shape parameter r and second parameter ¸. The moments are given by
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¹® = ¡(r+®)
¸®¡(r) . The quantities of interest are

I =
1
2
r¡1 (21)

¾ =
1
2

Ã
¸
r

!3

B1=2

B =
2r3

¸6
(r + 1)

E(Y3Y4) = ¡ r
¸3

(r + 1)

E(Y1Y3) = 0

E(Y 3
1 ) =

8r4

¸9
³
4 + 5r + r2

´

E(Y1Z1) =
8r4

¸9
³
4 + 5r + r2

´
;

which in turn imply the key quantities

k1;2 = ¡3
2
p
2

r + 3
((r + 1) r)1=2

(22)

k3;1 = ¡4 (r + 4)
Ã

2
r (r + 1)

!1=2

:

Using r = 0:5I¡1 in (21) and (22) yields the same di®erential equation as in the
case of the Â2k distribution.

The Lognormal Distribution Let income have a lognormal distribution Y »
LN (¹; ¾y). The moments are given by ¹® = exp

n
®¹ + 0:5®2¾2y

o
. The quantities of

interest are

I =
1
2

³
e¾

2
y ¡ 1

´
(23)

¾ =
1
2
e¡3¹¡ 3

2¾
2
yB1=2

B = e6¹+5¾2y
³
4e¾

2
y ¡ 4e2¾

2
y + e4¾

2
y ¡ 1

´

E fY1Y3g = e4¹+3¾2y
³
1 ¡ 2e¾

2
y + e2¾

2
y
´

E fY3Y4g = e3¹+
5
2¾

2
y

³
¡3e¾

2
y + e2¾

2
y + 2

´

E fY1Y4g = e5¹+
9
2¾

2
y

³
6e¾

2
y ¡ 5e2¾

2
y + e4¾

2
y + 2

´

E
n
Y 3
1

o
= e9¹+

15
2 ¾

2
y(12e¾

2
y ¡ 12e2¾

2
y ¡ 8e3¾

2
y + 3e4¾

2
y

+12e5¾
2
y ¡ 6e8¾

2
y + e12¾

2
y ¡ 2);

E fY1Z1g =
³
e9¹+

15
2 ¾

2
y
´
(16e¾

2
y ¡ 10e2¾

2
y ¡ 16e3¾

2
y + 5e4¾

2
y

+16e5¾
2
y ¡ 2e6¾

2
y ¡ 6e8¾

2
y + e12¾

2
y ¡ 4):
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The implied key quantities are

k1;2 =
1
2

³
4e¾

2
y ¡ 4e2¾

2
y + e3¾

2
y ¡ 1

´¡3=2 £
³
6e¾

2
y ¡ 32e2¾

2
y + 52e3¾

2
y ¡ 19e4¾

2
y ¡ 14e5¾

2
y + 2e6¾

2
y + 6e8¾

2
y ¡ e12¾2y

´
;

and

k3;1 = ¡2
³
4e¾

2
y ¡ 4e2¾

2
y + e3¾

2
y ¡ 1

´¡3=2
(24)

³
1 ¡ 12e¾

2
y + 48e2¾

2
y ¡ 68e3¾

2
y + 18e4¾

2
y + 24e5¾

2
y ¡ 6e6¾

2
y ¡ 6e8¾

2
y + e12¾

2
y
´
:

Using ¾2y = ln (1 + 2I), (23) and (24), yields the familiar di®erential equation

t00 (I)
t0 (I)

= ¡4
3
I¡1 (1 +O (I)) ;

and hence again the approximate solution claimed by (7).

B Contributions of Corrections

In this appendix we report addtional results to give an indication of the individ-
ual contribution each correction makes for the inequality measures. In particular
we report the results for applying the normalising transform only, the normalising
transform with bias correction, and the normalising transform with both the bias and
variance correction.

sample size
GE2

Theil1
Theil0

SM(100; 2:8; 1:7)
100 250 500
18.5 15.5 13.5
10.3 8.42 7.68
7.45 6.21 5.83

LN(1; 0:52)
100 250 500
13.0 9.72 8.39
8.97 7.17 6.49
6.96 5.97 5.6

G (3; 0:15)
100 250 500
7.74 6.55 5.96
6.19 5.61 5.3
6.09 5.5 5.25

Table 6: Actual coverage failure in per cent of con¯dence interval based on transform
only . Nominal level 5 per cent based on 100,000 replications.

Table 2 in the main text contains the results for con¯dence intervals based on
the normalising transform with both bias and variance correction. The results show
that the normalising transform, as well as both bias and variance corrections make
signi¯cant improvements in bringing the coverage failure probabilities closer to the
nominal value.
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sample size
GE2

Theil1
Theil0

SM(100; 2:8; 1:7)
100 250 500
17.1 14.6 12.9
9.7 8.4 7.5
7.2 6.3 5.9

LN (1; 0:52)
100 250 500
12.1 9.8 8.1
8.6 7.0 6.4
6.7 5.8 5.6

G (3; 0:15)
100 250 500
7.7 6.6 6.1
6.2 5.6 5.4
6.1 5.5 5.1

Table 7: Actual coverage failure in per cent of con¯dence intervals based on the
normalising transform and bias correction only. Nominal level 5 per cent based on
100,000 replications.

Figure 1:
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